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Abstract
Artificial intelligence is predicted to play a big part in self-learning, industrial automation 
that will negotiate the bandwidth of structural health and control systems. The industrial 
structural health and control system based on discrete sensors possesses insufficient spa-
tial coverage of sensing information, while the distributed condition monitoring has been 
mainly studied at the sensor level, relatively few studies have been conducted at the artifi-
cial intelligence level. This paper presents an innovative method for distributed structural 
health and control systems based on artificial intelligence. The structural condition was 
divided into regional and local features, the feature extraction and characterization are per-
formed separately. Structural abnormality recognition and risk factor calculation method 
were proposed by considering the response values and the distribution patterns of both 
the regional and the local structural behaviours. The test results show that the method can 
effectively identify the full-scale and local damage of the structure, respectively. Subse-
quently, structural safety assessment method for long-span structures at kilometres level in 
view of fully length strain distributions measured by distributed fiber optic sensors were 
developed. A series of load tests on the long-span structure were carried out. Finite element 
(FE) model was developed using finite element code, ABAQUS, and an extensive paramet-
ric study was conduct to explore the effect of load cases on the structural responses. The 
differences in the structural response results among load test, structural safety assessment 
and FE simulation were investigated. It is shown that AI-based self-learning system could 
offer suitable speed in deployment, reliability in solution and flexibility to adjust in distrib-
uted structural health monitoring and control.
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1 Introduction

The portable wireless technologies offer an attractive opportunity for distributed control 
systems, especially for AI-based self-learning in mass information processing of structural 
health monitoring and control. Civil infrastructures are costly and carry major tasks of peo-
ple’s life, social development, and economic construction. The service life of the infra-
structures spans decades and even hundreds of years. During the service period, due to the 
coupling effect of catastrophic factors such as environment and load, fatigue effects, corro-
sion effects, and aging of materials, the structure inevitably generates damage accumula-
tion and resistance attenuation, thereby the ability to resist natural disasters reduces. Once 
it fails, it is economic The loss and social impact are extremely severe [1]. In severe cases, 
civil infrastructures might be notable damaged or even collapse, causing a lot of casualties 
and properties loss. With the characteristics of long service life, harsh service environment, 
complex failure laws and serious damage consequences, safe service and maintenance for 
civil infrastructures should be ensured in full life cycle [2, 3]. Structural safety monitoring 
and decision methods, containing monitoring the real response, damage and performance 
degradation of structural services, and assessing the structural safety status, have been pro-
posed and studied in the past 30 years [4–8]. The traditional structural safety monitoring 
method has the problem of insufficient spatial coverage of sensory information [9]. Moreo-
ver, new structural safety monitoring methods based on large-scale spatial coverage and 
dense sensory information has been mainly studied at the sensing technology level, and 
relatively few studies have been conducted at the system level [10–12]. Recently, high-per-
formance distributed optical fiber sensing technology on artificial intelligent brillouin time 
domain analysis (BOTDA) system is developing rapidly. The artificial intelligent BOTDA 
system can endue civil infrastructures a full-scale perception and gather the true strain 
response distribution of the whole structure. Due to ultra-long sensing distance, distrib-
uted, high-density measurement, outstanding durability, the development and applications 
of BOTDA system has been widely spread in bridges, long span structures, civil build-
ings, coastal structures and defense engineering [13–17]. From the perspective of the over-
all structural safety monitoring system, global strain information is essential foundation 
for revealing the structural behavior, while, structural damage identification, safety status 
assessment and smart safety decision system based on distributed structural behaviors need 
to be further improved for civil infrastructures.

Distributed sensing technologies for the safety of civil infrastructures are divided into 
two categories, one is quasi-distributed sensing technology, such as fiber grating multi-
plexing technology. Multiple gratings are engraved on one sensing fiber, and the sensing 
information of all the gratings can be demodulated at the same time by wavelength division 
multiplexing or time division multiplexing [18]. One signal transmission line is needed, 
which only takes up one sensing channel and one optical fiber. The number of gratings 
connected in series can reach dozens. Due to the low signal transmission loss of the optical 
fiber, the sensing length can reach tens of kilometers [19–22]. Quasi-distributed sensing 
technology possesses the advantages of simple structure, good durability, accurate testing, 
strong dynamic testing ability, and mature technology. While the limited space coverage, 
low dense sensing points, and high cost of large-scale reuse are also obvious on the sensing 
technology. The other is fully distributed sensing technology, such as distributed fiber sens-
ing technology based on stimulated Brillouin scattering. It employs ordinary single-mode 
fiber as a sensor, demodulates the distributed strain and temperature from the Brillouin 
scattered light in the fiber. The fiber is both a sensor and a signal transmission line. The use 
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of BODTA system in civil infrastructures can realize the full-scale coverage monitoring, 
with a sensing distance exceeding 150 km [23, 24]. This smart system has high-density 
distributed sensing on strain and temperature, with the number of sensing points upper 
hundreds of thousands and the distance between adjacent sensing points under 1 cm. The 
volume of the optical fiber is slim and flexible to install. The diameter of the bare fiber is 
12.5 μm, and the packaged optical cable is mostly less than 5 mm [17]. On the structure 
geometry, comprehensive sensing information of the tested structure can be obtained by 
the high flexibility sensor.

The safety monitoring and evaluation of civil infrastructures increasingly become an 
effective method for research on damage evolution behaviour and an important operational 
safety guarantee technology. However, although structural safety monitoring has been 
applied in some practical projects, the theoretical research and application of structural 
safety monitoring is still in its infancy [25]. Most of the monitoring systems installed in 
practical projects use traditional sensors. It is worth noting that the structural damage iden-
tification is also mainly based on the identification of structural dynamic characteristics. As 
the core content of safety monitoring, damage identification and localization are urgently 
needs to be resolved [26]. BOTDA technology can solve the problem of structural dam-
age identification and localization in the sensor hardware level by global distributed strain 
measurement.

At present, BOTDA technology has not been widely used in safety of monitoring civil 
infrastructures, with the main reason that the combination of this technology and civil 
infrastructural monitoring still has some technical bottlenecks to be broken. As a sensor for 
long distance measurement, the measurement accuracy of is BOTDA relatively low [27]. 
The nominal strain test accuracy of the system is usually 20με, and due to the test features 
of spatial resolution, the test results are affected by the measured strain field inhomogene-
ity, which will introduce additional errors [28]. The negative effects of low measurement 
accuracy and the additional errors might lead to the distorted result [29]. Compared with 
the point precision strain sensor, there is still a large gap in test accuracy and spatial resolu-
tion. The measurement of BOTDA is quasi-real-time monitoring. It usually takes tens of 
seconds to several minutes to complete a measurement, so only static measurement can 
be performed, and the dynamic response of the measured structure cannot be accurately 
obtained [30]. The main technical advantage of BOTDA is long-distance and dense distrib-
uted measurement. While, most of the current international studies focus on small struc-
tures and structural members, and the performance of BODTA in the safety monitoring of 
large structures need further engineering practice verification. More importantly, according 
to author’s knowledge, the new structural health monitoring methods based on large-scale 
spatial coverage and dense sensing information has been rarely studied. In the actual moni-
toring of large structures, due to the complex factors of actual structures, the interpretation 
of data from BOTDA is obviously more difficulty than that of small structures and labora-
tory tests. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a safety decision system of in-depth data 
interpretation to dig out valuable structural status information and corresponding safety 
evaluation.

This paper presents an innovative method for distributed structural health and control 
systems based on artificial intelligence. AI-based self-learning method was employed to 
improve the mass information process. The structural condition was divided into regional 
and local features, the feature extraction and characterization are performed separately. 
Structural abnormality recognition and risk factor calculation method were proposed by 
considering the response values and the distribution patterns of both the regional and the 
local structural behaviours. It is shown that the structural safety assessment method is 
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scientific and reliable for structural health monitoring using distributed sensors. The results 
shows that AI-based self-learning system could offer suitable speed in deployment, reli-
ability in solution and flexibility to adjust in distributed structural health monitoring and 
control.

2  AI‑Based Self‑Learning System in Distributed Structural Health 
Monitoring

The distributed optical fiber measurement results represent the state parameter values of 
various locations of the structure under test, such as temperature values or strain values. On 
the other hand, due to long-distance, distributed, and highly dense measurement points, its 
measurement results also include information on the distribution pattern of the structural 
state parameters. Therefore, compared to point measurement methods, distributed optical 
fiber can obtain more locations and more structural status information of civil infrastruc-
tures. The classification and extraction of structural state characteristic information con-
tained in distributed optical fiber monitoring data is an important basis for structural state 
assessment.

2.1  Measurement Characteristics of AI‑Based Self‑Learning System

There are three types of scattering effects that occur when light travels through an optical 
fiber. As shown in Fig. 1, they are Rayleigh scattering caused by changes in the refractive 
index of the fiber, Raman scattering caused by optical phonons, and Abyssal scattering. 
Brillouin scattering is a non-linear scattering effect, that is, the Brillouin scattered light has 
a certain offset from the frequency of the incident light. This frequency offset is called the 
Brillouin frequency shift va of the fiber. According to different excitation states, Brillouin 
scattering in optical fiber is divided into two types: self-published Brillouin scattering and 
stimulated Brillouin scattering. Stimulated Brillouin scattering is the measurement basis of 
BOTDA system.

The mechanism of stimulated Brillouin scattering in an optical fiber is shown in Fig. 2. 
The two laser beams transmitted in the opposite direction are the high-frequency pump 

Fig. 1  The backscattered components of light in an optical fiber
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light (vpump) and the low-frequency probe light (vprobe), which meet in the optical fiber and 
cause interference effects, and generate a periodic wave of light intensity with a frequency 
of pump. The difference between the frequency of pump light and probe light, that is, 
VA = vpump −  vprobe. The inherent properties of the fiber material cause a certain form of 
vibration at the micro level, causing the density of the fiber to fluctuate periodically with 
time and space, resulting in the fiber spontaneous acoustic wave field with a moving speed 
of VA and a frequency of VB. The relationship between the fiber Brillouin frequency shift 
VB and the spontaneous acoustic wave field velocity VA is VB = 2n VA/λ. where n is the 
wavelength of the pump light. When the frequency difference between the pump light and 
the probe light is equal to the Brillouin frequency shift of the optical fiber, the acoustic 
wave field generated by the interaction between the two will completely match the spon-
taneous acoustic wave field of the optical fiber, causing resonance effects, resulting in the 
intensity of the optical sound field significantly enhanced, the efficiency of the pump light 
to the detection light energy sensing is greatly improved, and the detection light will show 
a significant intensity gain signal.

BOTDA distributed fiber sensing technology utilizes stimulated Brillouin scattering 
effect to realize distributed measurement of strain and temperature. The sensing principle 
is shown in Fig. 3. Two oppositely transmitted laser beams are simultaneously injected at 
both ends of the sensing fiber. The two laser beams meet in the optical fiber and a stimu-
lated Brillouin scattering effect occurs. The Brillouin gain signal is obtained by continu-
ously detecting the light. The peak of the Brillouin gain spectrum represents the maximum 
intensity gain generated by pumped and probed light with stimulated Brillouin scatter-
ing. The frequency difference between the two corresponding to the peak position is the 
Brillouin frequency shift of the sensing fiber. Through this method, a Brillouin frequency 
shift distribution at each position of the entire length of the sensing fiber can be obtained. 

Fig. 2  Principles of stimulated Brillouin scattering
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The Brillouin frequency shift of an optical fiber is sensitive to the changes in temperature 
and strain of the optical fiber, and the relationship is:

where ε0, t0 and VB0 are the strain, temperature, and Brillouin frequency shift of the sensing 
fiber in the initial state; ε, t and VB are the strain, temperature, and Brillouin frequency shift 
of the sensor fiber in the measurement state. Cs and Ct are scale factor. The temperature 
and strain distribution of the sensing fiber can be obtained by Formula 1.

2.2  Extraction and Characterization of the Regional/Local Structural Behaviour

The structural state distribution data measured by distributed optical fibers includes two 
types of distribution features, regional distribution features and local distribution features, 
which need to be extracted and characterized separately. Let the measurement point posi-
tion vector of the distributed optical fiber monitoring result be X and the structural state 
vector be S. The expressions of the two vectors are X = (x1, x2, …, xN), S = (s1, s2, …, sN). xi 
represents the structural position corresponding to the i-th measuring point (i = 1, 2, …, N). 
si represents the measurement value of the structural state parameter at the position xi, and 
the total number of measurement points of the distributed optical fiber system is N.

Let the length of the distribution feature extraction window be wa. wa is a positive inte-
ger and satisfies the condition, wa ≥ w/∆x. w is the spatial resolution length of the distrib-
uted optical fiber measurement system, and ∆x = xi − xi−1 is the measurement point inter-
val. Taking wa as the window length and ∆x as the moving step size, moving average of the 
structural state vector S is separated into a regional state distribution vector r and a local 
state distribution vector L:

(1)VB = VB0 + Cs(� − �0) + (t − t0)

(2)� =
(
r1, r2,… , rN

)

(3)� =
(
l1, l2,… , lN

)

Fig. 3  Principles of an AI-based self-learning system
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ri represents the average value of the structural state of the sensing fiber in the region xi-∆wa 
to xi-∆wa+wa−1, and r reflects the overall state distribution characteristics of the structure. li 
represents the difference between the structural state of the sensing fiber at the position xi 
and the average of the structural state in the region. L reflects the local state distribution 
characteristics of the structure.

2.3  Pattern Matching Method for Evaluating Structural Response Distributions

A single structural state distribution pattern cannot reflect the change of structural 
state. At least two structural state distribution patterns must be compared to find out the 
abnormal position of the distribution pattern and evaluate the degree of abnormality in 
order to perform an effective structural state assessment. Let the reference state distribu-
tion vector be Sref and the evaluation state distribution vector be Sass. Extract regional 
state distribution vectors (rref and rass, respectively) and local state distribution vectors 
(Lref and Lass, respectively).

where rref
i

 and rass
i

 represent the regional state parameter values of the structure reference 
state and evaluation state at the position of xi. Remove the overall fluctuations of rref and 
rass to get the state changes ∆rref and ∆rass.

keeping ∆rref constant, multiply ∆rass by the proportionality factor k, and calculate the sum 
of the state difference between the two for position:

where k is a real number, and df(∆rref, k∆rass) is a state difference function. Find the pro-
portionality coefficient k0 to minimize the total difference between the reference state and 
the evaluation state:

then normalize ∆rref and k0∆rass simultaneously.

(4)li = si − ri, i = 1, 2,… ,N

(5)ri =
1

wa

i−Δwa+wa−1∑

t=i−Δwa

st, i = 1, 2,… ,N

(6)rref = (rref
1
, rref

2
,… , rref

N
)

(7)rass = (rass
1
, rass

2
,… , rass

N
)

(8)Δrref = rref − rref
1

= (Δrref
1
,Δrref

2
,… ,Δrref

N
)

(9)Δrass = rass − rass
1

= (Δrass
1
,Δrass

2
,… ,Δrass

N
)

(10)df (Δrref, kΔrass) =

N∑

i=1

|Δrref
i

− Δrass
i
|

(11)df (Δrref, k0Δrass) = dfmin(Δrref, kΔrass)
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rref,norm is defined as the regional distribution pattern vector of the reference state, and the 
value range of [− 1,1] represents the parameter of the reference state distribution pattern of 
the structure. rass,norm is defined as the parameter of the evaluation state distribution mode, 
and the value range is [-1,1], which represents the parameter of the evaluation state distri-
bution mode of the structure at the position xi. The regional distribution pattern matching 
coefficient at the position of structure xi is:

The value of pi
r
 is [0,1]. The closer the value is to 1, the higher the degree of pattern 

matching, the more similar the regional distribution pattern of the reference state at the xi 
position and the regional distribution pattern of the evaluation state.

2.4  Structural Abnormality Recognition Method

In the distributed optical fiber monitoring of civil infrastructures, the criteria for judging 
the abnormal state of its structure follow the following procedures and basic guidelines.

Step 1 Determine the structural reference state distribution vector Sref and the evaluation 
state distribution vector Sass, and unify the measurement point position vector X.
Step 2 Extract the global and local state features respectively. The overall state feature is 
the regional state distribution vector r and the local state feature is the local state distri-
bution feature vector L.
Step 3 Identify the region abnormal state of the structure. Firstly, calculate the regional 
state difference ∆r.

where (ri)ref and (ri)ass respectively represent the reference state and evaluation state 
of the measurement point i in the regional state distribution. ∆r reflects the difference 
between the evaluation status and reference status of each position of the structure. Set 
the regional state difference abnormality determination threshold kr, if the elements in 
∆r satisfy the condition (ri)ref − (ri)ass ≥ kr , then it is determined that the state param-
eter of the structural position xi is abnormal. Secondly, calculate the region distribu-
tion pattern matching coefficient vector Pr, and set the region state distribution pattern 
abnormality determination threshold value kpr, if the elements in Pr meet the conditions 
pi
r
≤ kpr , then it is determined that the regional state distribution pattern of the struc-

tural position xi is abnormal.
Step 4 Identify the local abnormal state of the structure. Firstly, calculate the local state 
difference ΔL.

(12)rref,norm =
Δrref

maxi=1,2,⋅⋅⋅,N(|Δrrefi
|, |kΔrass

i
|)

= (r
ref,norm

1
, r

ref,norm

2
,… , r

ref,norm

N
)

(13)rass,norm =
Δrass

maxi=1,2,⋅⋅⋅,N(|Δrrefi
|, |kΔrass

i
|)

= (r
ass,norm

1
, r

ass,norm

2
,… , r

ass,norm

N
)

(14)pi
r
= 1 −

1

2
|rref,norm

i
− r

ass,norm

i
|, i = 1, 2,… ,N

(15)Δr = rref − rass = ((r1)ref − (r1)ass, (r2)ref − (r2)ass,… , (rN)ref − (rN)ass)

(16)ΔL = Lref − Lass = ((l1)ref − (l1)ass, (l2)ref − (l2)ass,… , (lN)ref − (lN)ass)
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where (li)ref and (li)ass respectively represent the reference state and evaluation state of 
the measurement point i in the local state distribution. ∆L reflects the amount of differ-
ence between the estimated state and the reference state at each location of the structure. 
Set the local state difference anomaly determination threshold value kpr, if the elements 
in ∆L satisfy the condition (li)ref − (li)ass ≥ kl , then it is determined that the local state 
distribution pattern of the structural position xi is abnormal.

3  Structral Control Method

Under a load condition, the result of the strain distribution at each position using distributed 
optical fiber measurement is Sfiber, and the design allowable strain distribution at each position 
calculated using the structural design model is Sdesign.

Feature extraction and analysis of fiber measurement results Sfiber, structural regional strain 
distribution rfiber:

where rfi represents the actual state strain value of the xi position. Sdesign is the regional 
designed strain distribution derived from the structural design calculation. Taking Sdesign as 
the object, the full-scale region of the structure is divided into a strain response sensitive 
region xb and a strain response insensitive region xs:

The region where the absolute value of the structure design strain response is bigger than ε0 
is determined as the strain response sensitive region, otherwise it is the strain response insensi-
tive region. xb represents the region where the strain response value is large under the corre-
sponding load condition, and xs represents the region where the strain response value is small. 
For the strain response sensitive region, the strain value safety factor is defined as following:

ki
rb

 represents the ratio of the actual strain response value and the design allowable strain 
response value at the position xi of the structure strain response sensitive region. For the 
strain response insensitive region, the strain value safety factor ki

rs
 is determined in the 

same way as for the sensitive region. Extract the strain coefficient safety factor abnormal 
position and composition set for all region of the structure xr:

(17)Sfiber = ( sf1 sf2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ sfN )

(18)Sdesign = ( sd1 sd2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ sdN )

(19)rfiber = ( rf1 rf2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ rfN )

(20)xb =
{
xi|||sdi|| > 𝜀0, i = 1, 2,…N

}

(21)xs =
{
xi|||sdi|| ≤ �0, i = 1, 2,…N

}

(22)ki
rb
=

rfi

sdi

(23)xr =
{
xi|kirb > 1 ∨ ki

rb
< 0 ∨ ki

rs
> 1, i = 1, 2,…N

}
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Regional strain distribution pattern matching analysis is performed on rfiber and Sdesign 
to evaluate the location of abnormal strain distribution patterns. Regional strain distribu-
tion pattern matching coefficient distribution  pr at each position over the full length:

In the structural safety assessment, if the three indicators, ki
l
 , ki

r
 and pi

r
 are within the 

normal value range, the structural state at the xi position is considered normal; otherwise, if 
any of the indicators is abnormal, the structural state at the xi position is considered abnor-
mal. In order to evaluate the threat degree of structural abnormality to structural safety, the 
safety state risk factor is defined as following:

αi is the risk weight coefficient, which represents the ratio of the design strain response 
value at the position xi to the maximum strain response value of the entire length. The 
larger the value of αi, the higher the risk weight at the position xi. kir represents the regional 
strain value safety factor. The larger the value of ki

r
 , the greater the threat to the structural 

state safety. 1/pi
r
 represents the inverse of the matching coefficient of the strain distribution 

pattern of the structure. The smaller the value of pi
r
 , the greater the difference between the 

regional strain distribution pattern and the design. ki
l
 represents the local strain value safety 

factor. When ki
l
 > 1, it represents the local strain is abnormal, and the safety risk of the 

structure increases. qi
�
 represents the threat degree to structural safety caused by abnormal 

state at the position of xi. When qi
�
 > 0, the bigger the value, the greater the risk of struc-

tural state at the position of xi.

4  Smart Safety Monitoring System with Brillouin Distributed Fiber 
Optic Sensors

A long-span steel structure roof of a high-speed railway station is utilized as the safety 
monitoring object. The structure is a quadrangular pyramid steel truss with a total length of 
1100 m. In order to accurately obtain the global strain distribution of the structure, on the 
basis of determining a suitable long-distance strain measurement method, it is necessary to 
study the method of laying out the sensing optical fiber, which matches the actual structure 
to ensure that the strain measurement method can properly exert measurement effect. For 
the reason that the sensing fiber can only measure the strain variation along axial direction, 
and large-span truss structures is primarily under unidirectional stress, the main direction 
of strain is the focus of safety monitoring. Considering the measurement characteristics of 
spatial resolution, the sensing fibers need to be in continuous contact with the structure for 
effective measurement in BOTDA system. Therefore, the sensing fibers are bonded on the 
surface of the structure with an adhesive, and the contact surface between the fiber and the 
structure is flat. The fluidity of the adhesive should be better, and the curing time should be 
longer to avoid uneven thickness of the adhesive layer. The thickness of the sensing fiber 

(24)pr = ( p1
r
p2
r
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ pN

r
)

(25)qi
a
= �i × ki

r
×

1

pi
r

× ki
l

(26)�i =
||sdi||

maxt=1,2,…,N{|sdi|}
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protective layer is minimized to improve the strain transmission efficiency of the structure 
and the fiber core.

In accordance with the above principles, a tight-packed strained optical fiber with a 
diameter of 0.9 mm was employed, and the optical fiber was installed on the upper suspen-
sion rod and lower suspension rod of the truss using an epoxy surface bonding method. 
The specific placement position of the sensing fiber is shown in Fig. 4. Three trusses with 
large forces were selected and a total of nine sensing fibers were arranged along the length 
of the structure. Each single-mode fiber with a length of 3500 m covered a sensing distance 
of 1100 m. The fiber-optic circuit is formed by reciprocating layout and measured using a 
BOTDA system. The temperature-sensing fiber was in a free state, without adhesive stick-
ing. It was arranged close to the strain-sensing fiber and covers the same monitoring range. 
Nine sensing optical fibers and the demodulation system work together to form a long-span 
steel structure distributed optical fiber strain monitoring system. The framework and func-
tion of the monitoring system are shown as Fig. 5.

5  Verification of the AI‑Based Self‑Learning System

The safety condition of the structure was evaluated based on the measurement results of 
full-scale strain distribution. In order to determine the design allowable strain distribution 
of the structure, a finite element model of the structure design was established, and the 
calculation result of the full-scale strain distribution of the structure corresponding to each 
load test (2 t static load) was used as the design allowable strain distribution. All structural 
members such as the upper suspension rods, the lower suspension rods, and diagonal web 

Fig. 4  Location of distributed fiber optic sensor in long-span steel structure

Fig. 5  The framework of the smart safety monitoring and decision system
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members of the structure were simulated by beam elements, and the restraint mode was 
constrained by nodes. The component materials of the structure are Q345 steel, the elas-
tic modulus is 2.01 ×  105  MPa, the Poisson ratio is 0.3, and the design yield strength is 
300 MPa. Finite element software ABAQUS was utilized to run the finite element model of 
the structure, as shown in the Fig. 6. The allowable structural strain distribution results of 
the structure design corresponding to each load condition calculated by the finite element 
model are shown in Fig. 7, and compared with the measurement results of distributed fiber 
and the single-point measuring by fiber bragg frating (FBG) strain sensors.

The consistency of the measurement results of the distributed optical fiber and the grat-
ing strain gauge shows the accuracy of the actual strain state measurement of the structure. 
The design allowable strain value is generally greater than the actual structure strain value, 
for the reason that the design model takes into account the safety factor of the structure. 
The contour shape of the design strain distribution corresponding to each load case is the 
same as the actual strain distribution. Under axisymmetric loading (case 4 in Fig. 7), since 
the structure is designed and constructed according to symmetrical geometric dimensions, 
material parameters, structure and boundary conditions, the strain response is symmetri-
cally distributed along the length direction under the action of axisymmetric loading. The 
single-point strain in Fig. 7 is from FBG(Fiber Bragg Grating) strain sensor at correspond-
ing position. The design strain distribution and the actual strain distribution of the structure 
are symmetrical, and the areas where positive and negative strains appear are the same, 
which indicates that the symmetry of the strain distribution is good, and the strain distribu-
tion mode is consistent with that of design result.

The allowable strain distribution data of the structure design was set to Sdesign, and 
the measured strain distribution data of the distributed fiber is set to Sfiber to evaluate the 
structural abnormal state. Firstly, the abnormal position of the strain response value in 
the structure was evaluated. The strain threshold ε0 was set to 50με, the classify of the 
structure position into the strain response sensitive area and strain response insensitive 
area was carried out, the distribution feature extraction window length wa was set to 
5 m, the strain distribution rfiber was extracted, and the safety factor  kr in the full-scale 
structure was calculated and shown as dot dash line in Fig.  8. It can be seen that the 
safety factor of the regional strain value in full-scale of the structure under the four load 
test case conditions is in the range of (0,1), which is in the safe value range. Secondly, 
based on rfiber and Sdesign, the actual and design region strain distribution patterns of 
the truss were extracted, and the region distribution pattern matching coefficient  pr was 
calculated and shown as dotted line in Fig.  8. The regional strain distribution pattern 
matching threshold p0 was set to 0.9. It can be seen that the values of p0 of all posi-
tions in the four load test case conditions are in the range of (0.95,1). The actual strain 

Fig. 6  Strain distribution of the structure in finite element model simulations
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distribution pattern of the structure is consistent with the design, and the operating 
mode of the structural mechanics system meets the design requirements. It can be seen 
that kl of the full-scale structure under the four load test case conditions are in the range 
of (0,1), which means in the safe value range. The results indicate that the local strain 
fluctuations of structure are less than the allowable strain value. There is no significant 
local strain fluctuation caused by local damage such as cracks, warping, corrosion, etc., 
therefore, the behaviour of the whole structure is normal.

Considering no abnormal position of the strain state in full length of the structure, 
there is no comparison of the degree of the threat of the strain abnormal position to the 
safety of the bridge structure. In order to show the calculation results of the safety state 
assessment method and provide a reference for the assessment of the safety state of the 
structure after several years of service in the future, the structure safety state risk factor 
qa is shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the values of qa of the structure under each load 
test condition is in the range of (0,0.6). The values in the high strain region are signifi-
cantly larger than that of the low strain region, which is consistent with actual condi-
tion. For the calculation result of the risk factor at the position xi in the normal state, 
the magnitude of the value represents the degree of threat to the structure safety due to 
the change of the strain state. More importantly, the calculation result of qa can also be 
used as a reference for subsequent structural safety assessment. When the risk factor 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7  Comparisons of strain distributions of structure between safety assessment results and FEM simula-
tions results
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Fig. 8  Damage assessment results along the full length of the structure
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gradually increases with time in certain region, it means that the structural performance 
degenerates and the structural safety risk increases.

6  Conclusions

This paper presents an innovative method for distributed structural health and control sys-
tems based on artificial intelligence. The system contains feature extraction and charac-
terization for distributed structural behaviours, pattern matching for evaluating structural 
response distributions, structural abnormality recognition, safety monitoring and condition 
assessment for civil infrastructures. The applicability of the method was verified by actual 
engineering load test and FE simulation analysis. The following conclusions are drawn 
based on the outcomes of this study.

1. The full-scale distributed fiber measurement results can be separated into regional and 
local condition distribution. Each condition distribution contains two types of informa-
tion: condition parameter values and distribution patterns, which can be used to iden-
tify structural abnormality or damage at multiple levels. The separation and matching 
method of structural condition proposed in this paper can effectively separate the global 
and local state characteristics of the structure and identify abnormal condition.

2. The method of structural safety monitoring forthputting intelligent distributed fiber optic 
monitoring information can effectively avoid the missing out of the location related to 
abnormal response, solve the problem of insufficient sensing capabilities in huge civil 
infrastructures. The reliability of monitoring results is improved significantly.

3. Comparing with the results of discrete FBG monitoring and FE simulation analysis, it 
is shown that AI-based self-learning system could offer suitable speed in deployment, 
reliability in solution and flexibility to adjust in distributed structural health monitoring 
and control..

Fig. 9  Risk factor along the full length of the structure
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